Generalized repunits have the form (bn -l)/(è -1). A table of generalized repunit primes and probable primes is presented for b up to 99 and large values of n .
Introduction
Numbers of the form b" -1 (1) M=T-T are called repunits to base b. They consist of a string of « l's when written in base b. For b = 2, these are the Mersenne numbers, which have been studied extensively for hundreds of years. In [3] , a truly prodigious amount of work has gone into factoring numbers of the form b" ±1 for b from 3 to 12 and values of « up to about 300. In [8] , Williams and Seah tabulated all the generalized repunits that are prime or probable prime for b from 3 to 12 and n up to 1000
(2000 for base 10).
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of computer searches for generalized repunit primes for bases up to 99.
Method
In searching for primes of the form ( 1 ) we need to consider only prime « , because M factors algebraically when « is composite. Similarly, b must not be a perfect power, because M factors algebraically when it is. It is known that all factors of M have the form 2k n + 1. We divided each M by the first 20,000 numbers of this form and discovered a small factor about half the time. Each remaining M was subjected to a Fermât test
for some a ^ b . If the congruence failed, then M was composite. If it held, we tried (2) with a different a. If the second congruence held, M was declared a probable prime (PRP). We tried to give a rigorous proof that each PRP was prime. We used UBASIC [4, 7] to do this for most PRP's up to 250 digits. The larger PRP's were sent to François Morain for his elliptic curve prime proving algorithm [1, 6] . The results are shown in Table 1 . Most of the calculations were done on four special-purpose number-theory computers [5] . Each computer can do a Fermât test on a 1000-digit number in about 20 seconds. For larger numbers the test time varies as the cube of the number of digits. Approximately one day of one computer was devoted to each base. Some of the latest calculations were done on an improved version of the special hardware which is about four to eight times faster.
Because of a programming error, values of M were tested for b = 4, even though these numbers factor algebraically and should have been skipped. Surprisingly, several of these composite numbers were designated as PRP, the largest being a 76-digit number corresponding to n = 127. Since this was by far the largest composite PRP that was ever discovered accidentally by the author, this was investigated further.
For odd primes « , 4" -1 2" + 1
In [2] it is shown that the number of test bases less than M which satisfy (2) is
If both factors on the right of (3) are prime, the number of test bases less than M which satisfy (2) is approximately M/3, so that the probability of two random bases satisfying (2) is about 1/9. In fact, for « = 127 and for a up to 30, (2) It is interesting to note that the first factor is a Mersenne prime. Similar considerations hold for any b which is a perfect square. If M factors into two primes, then there is an unexpectedly large probability that M will pass a Fermât test although it is composite. It is clear that the practice of using small test bases should be questioned. It would be desirable if a criterion could be established for choosing optimum test bases.
